


Lillldscapiug-in-a-bag 

Los Angeles designer Mark Cutler loves formal settings, and he 
works hard at seeking out fine antiques for his clients. But the 
playful side of this Australian-born creative talent leads him to 
find alternatives when a desired piece isn't available or feasible. 

An elegant alfresco dining experience, for instance, can be 
a challenge without appropriate landscaping. To compensate, 
Mark created a canvas pavilion that is easily erected in 20 
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minutes for a nearly instant formal garden environment. "The 
Tableaux series is all about enjoying antiques," he explains. "By 
printmg the outline of a historic rabie, or in this case, a stan 
garden pavilion, there is an easy and whimsical way to have 
something that in reality you don't." 

Enhanced by the faux setting, this outdoor locale doesn'r 
skimp on the tabletop accoutrements. A basic round table "> 



ofe t
 

covered in a white cotton cloth is anchored with an orange
hued indoor/outdoor rug.A tent liner that matches the vibrant 
rug adds punch to the color scheme. Orange porcelain chargers 
framing leaf-embellished dinner plates echo the bright accent 
color, and cut crystal adds sparkle and light. 

To create a garden-perfect centerpiece, the table's center is 
framed with a border of boxwood (sprigs are inserted along 
the perimeter of a square of floral oasis). White carnations fill 
the boxwood square, and an antique iron armillary tops the 
bed of blooms as the ideal garden ornament. 

"I wanted to extend the idea of clipped hedges inside the 
tent, just like you would have in a shaped garden," says Mark. 
"The armillary achieves the same thing. It would typically be 
the focal point of the garden, so I used it for the centerpiece. 
It has scale and size without the bulky volume that a floral 
arrangement would have offered." » 
Details: Mark Cutler. Mark Cutler Design, 8656 Holloway PlaZa Drive, Los 

Angeles. CA 90069; 310/360-6212; markcutlerdesign.com. 
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